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Defining Experiences: feminist exhibitions in the 1990s
What is your most memorable experience of a feminist/ women's art
exhibition in the past 10 years and why? Did it challenge or change your
understanding of feminism?
(Please name the title of the show, the venue, and the date.
Please feel free to write about shows you may have curated yourself.)
Yoshiko Shimada (artist, Japan)
The most memorable show in the last 10 years is: Gender-Beyond Memory at
Tokyo Metropolitan Museum of Photography in September 1996 curated by Michiko
Kasahara. I was the only Japanese artist in the show. Other artists included were
Carry MaeWeems, Trinh T. Min-ha. I consider it as the first “feminist” show in Japan.
Before that, there were “women artists” shows, but they focused on the supposed
“feminine” quality of their art. It attracted over 30,000 people as an audience, which
is quite large considering the size of the museum. It received mostly good reviews at
the time, but later, some male art critics targeted this show as “politically correct”
and a “foreign concept” show. According to them, feminism is a non-Japanese concept
and the show had no validity in Japan. There has been warm support to my work
from some men and women here in Japan, but most art people think feminist art is
“passe”- one of those buzz words which come and go from foreign countries. The
curator, Ms. Kasahara, has been working on women-related issues and curating great
shows. It is a pity that ultra-nationalist populist Shintaro Ishihara became the
governer of Tokyo and is now putting a lot of pressure to Tokyo curators to do more
of “Jap-pop”, “anime”, “manga” shows which will attract larger audiences. This
reaction to the gender show suggests that in Japan, feminism is not a gender issue,
but it is a political one. The most anti-feminist art people are very often nationalistic
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men. They want to keep Japanese art “unique” from Western influence and at the
same time have a deep inferiority complex against the Western art. Their strategy
and that of the Japanese cultural and foreign offices’ strategy is to grab cultural
hegemony in Asia through Japanese popular culture. (September 2000)
Irina Aktuganova (Director, Cyber-Femin-Club, St Petersburg, Russia)
Our best and most memorable event was the international conference
‘Cyberfeminism in the East and in the West’ in St. Petersburg in 1998. For more
information on go to www.cfc.spb.ru/archive
Emanuela de Cecco (critic, Italy)
The most memorable experience for me of a women's art exhibition was Division
of Labour: Women's Work in Contemporary Art. The venue was The Bronx Museum
of Contemporary Art in New York (17 February-11 June 1995) and the curator and
catalogue coordinator was Lydia Lee. It was for me the first occasion to see works
and documents of the Womanhouse experience and it was the first show in which I
saw a “different” idea of work related to personal histories, domestic places, and to
discover that an ancient tradition could be re-interpreted and find a strong place in
contemporary culture. It was also very important to see a show in which art was
considered as an instrument of the cultural debate and not only connected to the art
world.
Lynn Hershman (artist, USA)
I think my most memorable expeience will happen in October 2000 when I am
given a retrospective at feminale in Cologne, or possibly at crossfemale in Berlin in
September. I'm sure it will change my ideas and bring forward some of the younger
thinking that derived from ideas we were struggling with 30 years ago.
Judy Chicago (artist, USA)
As to a reply, the question put me in somewhat of a quandry because the feminist
exhibition I liked the best was Amelia Jones’ 1996 show Sexual Politics: Judy
Chicago's Dinner Party in Feminist Art History at the UCLA Armand Hammer
Museum; but I felt embarrassed to state that because it seemed so self-serving.
n.paradoxa online issue no.13 Sept 2000
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However, my reason for liking it so much really did not have to do with its focus on
The Dinner Party but rather, because the exhibition included work by 55 other
feminist artists and brought that work into both a museum and historic context.
When I made The Dinner Party, it was with the hope that it might act as a wedge into
mainstream culture, bringing with it both women's history and women's culture.
The premiere of the work in 1979, at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art,
stimulated a wide variety of related exhibitions, performances and lectures at the
museum and in the Bay Area generally. It was very exciting to see feminist culture
in the museum, filling the museum, in fact. The backlash that followed stunned both
me and everyone else involved with The Dinner Party – and it took 25 years before
there was once again (at least on the West Coast) a major exhibition at a museum
focusing on feminist art. Moreover, the 1996 exhibition of The Dinner Party did
serve to expose many people to feminist art as there were 55,000 visitors to the
show, many of whom came only to see The Dinner Party but ended up learning about
the richness of our culture. Also, I loved seeing some of the work - together - not one
or two works by feminist artists fighting to be understood in the white male context
and modernist narrative that dominates so many contemporary museums around
the world.
Betsy Damon (artist, USA)
I have not participated in a women's show in the past 10 years. Although I can
answer from 30 years ago!
Susan Hinnum (artist, Denmark)
In May 1993, I was visiting New York together with my fellow students from the
Academy of Fine Arts in Copenhagen. A few of us went to the gallery Exit Art and
saw the exhibition 1920, and honestly it was a shock. My first reaction was to burst
into laughter as there was so many works with blood! But later, I must admit, the
show made me think a lot. Mainly because, the way this show was displaying the
issue of feminism, which was total strange to me as an European. To put it mildly I
was challenged by what I saw, specially because at that time and I knew nothing of
the history of feminist art in Denmark. Somehow the history of the feminist art
movement in Denmark seemed at that time to have been totally forgotten. Frankly I
didn't think there had been any! Over the next years I put a lot of effort in study what
had happened in the 1960s and 1970s in Denmark. Five years later in 1998, I, together
with Malene Landgreen and Sanne Kofod Olsen put up the exhibition Boomerang in
Copenhagen showing only female artists (see Inserts:67 Women Artists in Denmark).
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Today I think the idea for this exhibition was established mainly as an effect from
my visit at Exit Art. So, the answer to your question is therefore: for me, the most
memorable show in the 1990s has to be without discussion 1920 at Exit Art in New
York in 1993.
Gayatri Sinha (critic/curator, India)
Regarding your question. Even if this sounds like immodesty, the exhibition The
Self and the World, curated by myself for Gallery espace, a gallery run by a woman,
Renu Modi, at India's premier space the National Gallery of Modern Art made an
abiding impression.(National Gallery of Modern Art, The Self and the World, April,
1997). We used the work of 15 women artists, (the same artists discussed in the book
Expressions and Evocations) and we presented each artist chronologically and in
the larger context of women's art. The degree of application to being Indian and
feminine, the implicit modernity of each artists’ self expression, and the powerful
emotional engagement with the body, and gender concerns in a largely patriarchal
structure made the exhibition an extremely powerful statement. It also emerged
through that exhibition that some of the most significant work in painting, graphics
and sculpture in India has been accomplished by women.
Anne Kirker (curator, Australia)
The most memorable feminist art exhibition I visited in the past decade was the
two-part Bad Girls and Bad Girls West held in New York and Los Angeles in 1994. As
a fairly serious-minded curator and author of the book New Zealand Women Artists:
A survey of 150 years (updated in 1993), I wish that I had been braver about bringing
humour into the text, and generally being shamelessly outrageous. I bought the Bad
Girls T-shirt and wore it until it “died” and then devoured Jo Anna Isaak's book
Feminism & Contemporary Art :The revolutionary power of women's laughter (1996).
Linda Montano (artist, USA)
Last month, Pauline Oliveros, the composer, presented The Lunar Opera at
Lincoln Center Outdoors for a day. Why was it a feminist , memorable event? You
have to have been there really. It was so circular and continuous and multi-focused
and collaborative and visual and sonic and magnaminous and full bodied and
outrageously incorrect in its process and comment on the paradigm of doing the
right thing that the place will never be the same. Part of its brillance was the backn.paradoxa online issue no.13 Sept 2000
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to-back interweaving of Tibetan Monks in full traditional chanting mode exchanging
energy and the “stage” with same costumed improvisers making sounds that
celebrate the ‘One Source’. It was excellent and brave and Pauline has always
managed to address the solution and not the “problem” of difference. Check her
website.
Lorna Green (artist, UK)
In June 1992 I took part, along with 70 women artists at a month’s notice, in
MISS-ING at Augustrasse 4, curated by Beatrice Stammer and Gabriele Horn, of the
Staatliche Kunsthalle Berlin, within 37 Raume - exhibitions by 37 curators
throughout Berlin. MISS-ING was linked to Documenta 9 as a way to counteract the
lack of women it had included, 25 women artists and 165 male artists. The exhibition
took place in the Scheunenviertel, once the flourishing Jewish Quarter with its
famous domed synagogue and close the the Nazi headquarters, both in
Oranienburgerstrasse, and by then a developing artists area. We were asked to
consider the history of the area in the brief described as a ‘former Jewish district
which today may be run down and falling apart but which, in the long run, will belong
to the government district of an emerging capital with modern architecture.’ My
sculpture, Hope, made of bricks, whole and smashed, and cactus forms of the prickly
pear or sabra was sprayed with gold metallic paint to symbolise the hope for peace
and prosperity in the future. The exhibition which included Helen Chadwick from
Great Britain, Nancy Spero and Yoko Ono from the USA, Valie Export from Austria,
Helen Escobedo from Mexico and Ana Lupas from Romania was an incredible
experience. And it realised the commitment of women prepared to become involved
at such short notice in this protest! I wrote a full account of this: ‘Another Documenta’
Womens Art Journal No 48 Sept/Oct 1992, p.24.
Susan Platt (critic/academic, USA)

Inside the Visible. Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston. January 30 to May
12, 1996.
This show was by far the most imaginative construction of feminism that I have
seen in the last ten years. Its non linear organization, its provocative mix of artists,
its emphasis on artists like Charlotte Salomon, Veira da Silva, Natalie Hervieux,
Gego, Ellen Gallagher and other departures from the predictable, all made the show
both visually and intellectually provocative. Its international emphasis was a
welcome change from the usual American and British obsession with their own
histories and the same old artists.
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Gail Bourgeois (curator, Montreal)
Earlier memories are often displaced by what is currently relevant to us, therefore
I have chosen to speak about a three-woman show presented in a Montreal gallery,
La Centrale, in 1996-97. (ce) corps in vulnérable was an exhibition conceived around
questions posed by our own ageing female bodies. Janet Logan, the artist/curator,
Monique Régimbald-Zeiber and I met a few times after starting to prepare new work
for the exhibition. It was in these meetings that we could find comfort and even
pleasure in sharing our aches and fears. More importantly for me, contact with these
intelligent and sensitive women reinforced the healing elements of my art practice
through sharing stories about dwindling energies being replaced with fervent
commitments to life’s processes. Thusly, my most memorable experience of a
feminist art exhibition was through my piece, I am at that awkward age, which used
notions of physical and emotional changes, accepted as normal in adolescents, to
speak about equivalent changes in the female bodily experience of menopause. I
enjoyed the exhibition’s irreverence for culturally imposed readings of the postreproductive woman. (ce) corps in vulnérable, La Centrale, November 30, 1996 January 26, 1997.
Alina Tortosa (curator, Buenos Aires)
I am afraid I have not seen many feminist shows in Buenos Aires, except perhaps
for the one I am curating now at the BAC – British Arts Centre, Ana Gallardo’s
exhibition INSTRUMENTAL (6-22 September 2000), which is feminist in that it is
concerned with the physical and psychological well being of women. Ana Gallardo
has always worked with being a woman in mind, a woman as a biological individual
who can become pregnant and give birth, later her concerns related to a woman
having to fill domestic and erotic roles at the same time. Three years ago she painted
a series of canvases reproducing different contraception methods as jewel like
objects. In a macho society many men, particularly the older generations, and those
that who come from less educated milieus, want to have sex without safety controls,
for they feel that anything that comes between their penis and the vagina lessens
their pleasure, and some achieve their purposes violently, even within close
relationships. The three installations now at the BAC discuss the situation of women
who cannot afford to prevent pregnancies through contraception methods and who
resort, again through lack of means or ignorance, to domestic abortions or to
abortions in non scientific pseudo-hospitals.
Ana Gallardo trabaja desde el sentido de precariedad y de desprotección en el
que siente que transcurre la vida de muchas mujeres. Por eso eligió armar su proyecto
para el BAC con elementos sencillos, de fácil acceso: agujas de tejer, bolsas de
n.paradoxa online issue no.13 Sept 2000
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polietileno, cinta de embalar y tubos de ensayo. Elementos modestos que ilustran la
carencia como condición instalada en gran parte de la población. Sus trabajos señalan
el delicado equilibrio entre la vida y la muerte. Ante la fragilidad de la vida, la muerte
acecha inquieta. Está ahí enhebrada en lo precario, en la ignorancia, en la falta de
oportunidades reales. Está implícita en los amores violentos, en la falta de ternura,
en las relaciones permisivas, en los excesos. Está implícita en la falta de reacción de
la misma mujer ante el manipuleo y la injusticia, y en la necesidad de ser querida a
cualquier precio.
Nancy Azara (artist, USA)
In order to write about my experience of a feminist/woman's art exhibition in
the 1990s, a Meret Oppenheim retrospective (Guggenheim, New York, 26 June-10
September 1996), I would like to go back to the seventies when it first became
possible to see women’s art, when the door opened and on the other side was
fireworks, the kind I had never seen before, a whole new world was open with this
art. It became possible to conceive of myself as someone who was following a
tradition previously locked away. That tradition flowered in the eighties with
exhibitions of works by such artists as Louise Bourgeois, Madelena Abakanowicz,
Lenore Tawney, Agnes Martin, among so many others. Meret Oppenheim's fine
work slipped through the cracks here in NYC, so it wasn’t until the nineties that
there was a definitive exhibition of her art. I had known of her famous tea cup (Le
Déjeuner en Fourrure/Luncheon in Fur, 1936); but not her other work. It was
unfortunate that a small space was allotted for it and the work was both poorly lit
and hung without much creativity. Nevertheless its strong personality held its
own: in the illusions and charades, riddles in vision, a female self in drag, and
many contradictions expressed in living. Striking and energetic, it is diverse in
color and form. There were paintings, sculptures and many mixed media works at
the Guggenheim. Some of the titles will give you an idea of the exhibit (in keeping
with her fur on a tea cup saucer and spoon theme): The Origin of the Fig Leaf, Star
Circled by Twelve Plants, Crowned Animal in Adoration, Man in Fog, and the
enigmatic Word Wrapped in Poisonous Letters (become transparent). It is very
personal work and as I studied it, I could sense her inner experience and journey
into her process. Because her vision spoke to me and I felt such an affinity to it, it
inspired and excited me, reinforced my conviction to continue on my own path
with my sculpture, so it didn’t challenge or change for me my own perceptions,
but rather it encouraged them.
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Anne Marsh (Lecturer, School of Literary, Visual and Performance Studies at
Monash University, Melbourne, Australia)
The most memorable and challenging feminist exhibition I saw in the 1990s was a
one off performance by the Australian artist Linda Sproul.
Linda Sproul Listen Linden Gallery, St Kilda, Victoria, Australia, 1993. Dressed
in a suburban nightgown she appeared before her audience at the top of a staircase
in a grand Victorian house. She stripped off the nightgown to reveal a severe beating
across her back and buttocks. She put on a pair of high heel shoes and paraded before
her spectators who were lined up on either side of the entrance hall. Bending over
she handed people a rubber clad torch (a flashlight) and enticed them to touch her
wounds, to prove the reality of the scars for themselves. She handed out small cards:
on one side a photograph by Alfred Stieglitz of a small child, above which the words
‘teeth, nails, knife, belt, cane, whip’ were written. On the reverse the phrase ‘love my
memory’ (a type of funeral card statement). When she got to the end of the queue she
put on a cocktail dress, she openned the entrance doors, turned to the audience and
thanked them for coming. She went back along the line of spectators shaking their
hands, apologizing for the fact that there were not enough chairs. The dramatic
change of mood was disruptive and unsettling as she denied her body and her wounds.
Provocative, alarming and highly problematic in terms of any “correct” political line
the performance stays in the memory as a resounding statement about the plight of
women experiencing domestic violence. That’s one side of the story. The other issue
for Sproul at the time was the then current fashion of sado-masochism. Sproul argued
that the difference between the then-current vogue for s/m fashion, s/m clubs and
the real pain of physical abuse was linked with privilege and choice. She said: ‘If you
come from a safe place of power, of course it is incredibly thrilling to hand that
power away. If you don't come from a safe place, how much is thrilling and how
much is enactment?’ Sproul went to The House of Domination to get her beating for
the performance and was told by the mistress that her tolerance for pain was better
than her regular clients. In interview Sproul pointed out that that was because her
body had learnt to tolerate pain. She said: ‘part of me is really fucked off by the
current subcultural idea that the next political movement will be s/m rights and
leather pride . . . part of me says, well hang on a minute there are people dying like
flies all around the world from all sorts of things and they don’t have any rights and
now you think the next political movement is one which gives you the right to be
fucking beaten: it’s all about privileges.’
I found the performance challenged my understanding of feminism by presenting
a juxtaposition between private and public, pleasure and pain. It complicated, and
in some ways undermined, a “politically aware” feminist attitude to domestic violence
by linking s/m practices to the home. This connection is a difficult one for feminism.
It is as if Sproul is saying that women like being beaten. Yet the artist’s experience
n.paradoxa online issue no.13 Sept 2000
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of pain is a reality for the audience – her own subjection to physical pain makes her
capable of tolerating pain. This opens up a whole other dimension.
Joanna Frueh (writer/lecturer, USA)
On a visit of mine to New York in 1997 my friend Jeff suggested, Let’s see the
bunny show! He’d heard from friends about an exhibition at Jessica Fredericks in
which the artist featured girls, bunnies, and wry humor. I use “girls” lovingly and
with a little embarrassment: I identified with the bodies that artist Marnie Weber
had culled from Japanese porno magazines and combined with various landscapes
in her small collages. One series featured the heads of rabbit-toothed “Miss America”
types. No identification there. No identification either with the fact that many of
the female figures were bound or looked like the victims of brutalities. But I was
taken by both the darkness and magic of fairytales and a delicate absurdity that
Weber had embedded in her work. Most poignantly, the beautiful nudes formed a
community of women. I’ve since written about Marnie’s work and included it in two
exhibitions that I’ve curated. It haunts me. So I bought one of her collages and it
hangs on my living room wall: in a desert populated with chollas and pink clouds
made from balloons, a kneeling nude with a pink bunny head and a book on her lap
– her appearance makes some people ask, ‘Is that you?’– becomes a wistful vision of
erotic intellect and the intelligence of a sensually compelling body.
Amelia Jones (art historian, USA)
My “most memorable experience of a feminist/women's art exhibition in the
past 10 years” would have to be my own somewhat harrowing but ultimately
rewarding experience of organizing the perhaps overly ambitious show Sexual
Politics: Judy Chicago's Dinner Party in Feminist Art History for the UCLA/Armand
Hammer Museum in 1996. I do not, however, consider this show the “best” or most
successful one, as I clarify below.
This experience of organizing Sexual Politics both challenged and changed my
understanding of feminism in that I received such hostile responses from many
feminists before and after the show opened and catalogue was published. While I
would have welcomed judicious criticism of the show itself, which was certainly
flawed, these responses were generally (in the case where I heard from people before
the show opened) from women who had not spoken to me or seen the checklist or,
after the show had opened, had not seen the exhibition itself. In other words, the
hostility was free-ranging and apparently had more to do with old histories (old
antagonisms with Chicago herself, primarily) and rumor than with the ideas I was
n.paradoxa online issue no.13 Sept 2000
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attempting to explore.
The most disappointing part of this for me was the tendency to try to silence me:
I was overtly told in several public fora that one was not allowed or supposed to take
Chicago’s work seriously, in any way. This negative evaluation (which apparently
was by 1996 to be taken as fixed in stone) had already been decided, I was admonished,
by the series of essays in the 1970s that panned her work as essentialist. To make a
long story short, this experience disillusioned me vis-a-vis feminism, pointing to its
limitations as a shared discourse of liberation and equality and the tendency (even,
or perhaps especially?) for feminists to resort to the same rhetorical weapons of
silencing and exclusion that I had thought we were joined in fighting against. We're
only human after all. But we could be a little more self-aware!
Needless to say, there have been a lot of other great feminist shows: Division of
Labor (Bronx Museum, 1995); Sense and Sensibility (MoMA, 1993?); and lots of oneperson shows of feminist/women artists (Carolee Schneemann, Hannah Wilke,
Annette Messager, Adrian Piper, Yayoi Kusama, Eleanor Antin, Hannah Hoch, etc.,
etc.). I wasn't so thrilled by Inside the Visible (I saw it at Boston's ICA in 1996), to
which my show was often unfavorably compared. I felt it lacked any historical context
(Rosler conflated with Cahun?) and failed to take a firm stand on feminism; its
intellectual coyness (all that rhetoric about “visibility” and “in, of, and from the
feminine”) I found disingenuous, though it was surely that coyness which made it
so popular across various audiences. To be sure, it was more “successful” than my
show in that it struck a positive chord within established feminist art history and
criticism. But I have to say I’m proud that I took a stand and did the historical work
to reopen the question of “essentialism,” as unpopular as that move might have been
at the time. The catalogue of Sexual Politics I think has been quite influential and
that pleases me a great deal.
Louise Parsons (Lecturer, School of Art, Bradford College,UK)

GIRL The New Gallery, Walsall, curated by Angela Kingston, Wimbledon School
of Art, May-June, 2000.
‘I'm sitting on my bed, I'm four or five; my stepmother has made me take an
afternoon nap. Instead, disobedient, I get some sharp, grown-up scissors and start
to cut out my Rosemary Clooney paper doll. But the scissors slip...’ (Mikey Cuddily,
extract from artist’s statement Girl catalogue).
All the works on display in the Girl exhibition at the New Walsall Art Gallery
remind me that art and storytelling can, in the blink of an eye, transport the reader
into a world where the past exists in the present tense. Paintings, sculpture,
installations, video and photography produced by twenty women were exhibited
alongside rhymes, songs and observations from girls attending Butts Primary School
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in Walsall. From the coveted treasure of bangles and beads to disquieting
arrangements of rat skins, girlhood is mapped as daring, sensual, sexual, irreverent,
dark, disquieting, blissful, funny, dreamy, sad, cruel, harsh, menacing and
frightening. In these stories the geography of girlhood and the prospect of
womanhood are explored by women who are now in their thirties, forties and fifties
and, as such, they contribute towards an already established body of contemporary
poems, novels, biographies and films that invite women to re-experience childhood
as part of a collective legitimate discourse. This exhibition demonstrates the extent
to which contemporary women artists are indebted to and are further developing
the discursive frames of reference set in place by previous generations of women
artists, writers and activists, particularly in relation to the development of a politics
of difference.
Barbara Hammer (film and video artist, USA)
I think the last show I saw at the New Museum of Contemporary Art in New York
City, March 30 - July 2, 2000, was pretty challenging for a lot of people. It was called
Picturing the Modern Amazon and was curated by Joanna Frueh, Laurie Fierstein,
and Judith Stein. This exhibition which also resulted in a hard cover catalogue with
essays of 176 pages focused on HYPER MUSCULAR WOMEN. I do not mean women
who work out in gyms; I mean women whose goal in life is muscular development.
This show had historic components showing back to 800 AD icons found in
Ireland of super muscular women, as well, as a historic comic book section. Why
was this important? Because as feminists we are still “lookists” and not many of us
can accept a terrifically built body that goes way beyond the norms considered
acceptable for our gender. Who is to say what we should look like? These women
take that decision into their own hands and spend their lifetime shaping their bodies
the way they want, not the way society, husbands, lovers, girlfriends want. Even
some of my most feminist of friends was shaking her head: I can understand a lot,
but not this. Did it challenge or change your understanding of feminism? Well, no. I
was a contributor to the show with 7 digital photographs called the Charlene Atlas
Series. I took that old comic book drawing of the skinny guy at the beach who loses
his girlfriend to the strapping muscle man and changed gender. The skinny gal
takes Charlene Atlas classes and no longer does anyone get away with flipping sand
in her face. Now, the girlfriend is content and the two walk off hand in hand.
Lisa Bloom (lecturer/writer, USA)
Dealing publically with the changing generational concerns and passions
amongst feminist artists, art critics and art historians has been a difficult task both
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in the U.S and Japan, two places where I have been active as a feminist art critic and
university professor. This is in part due to different ways that feminist artists, critic,
and historians in the late 1990s have been ghettoized and marginalized. In the U.S.
it has taken the following form: venues for feminist exhibitions, and feminist and
queer writings on the arts have narrowed in many ways due to the withdrawal of
state and federal sponsorship of the arts, and as a consequence of the Culture Wars
coming out of the late 1980s beginning with queer activist art related to the HIV
pandemic. Universities for better or worse have turned into refuges of sorts for
working women artists and critics, even more than before in the U.S. What little
support art schools have had for feminist projects has now dwindled. The narrowing
of these contexts has sometimes imposed a defensive posture and rhetoric that has
further isolated women from each other and has left little room outside of a few
protected university contexts for lively public discussions, exhibitions and debates.
I became interested in examining a set of exhibitions which serve as
opportunities to reassess feminist art of the 1970s and 1980s from the perspective
of the present moment. This will be the topic of the panel I have organised at the
College Art Association Conference that takes place in Chicago in late February of
2001, titled ‘Re-Viewing 1970s and 1980s Feminist Art Practices in the 1990s: Three
Major Exhibitions on Judy Chicago, Eleanor Antin, and Martha Rosler’. The speakers
are myself, Alison Rowley, Lucy Soutter, Catherine Caesar, Ruth Wallen and
Alexander Alberro. The session will examine the construction and reception of three
major exhibitions in the US on feminist artists as examples: Eleanor Antin (Los
Angeles County Museum of Art, California 1999), Judy Chicago (Armand Hammer
Museum of Art, Los Angeles, California, 1996), and Martha Rosler (New Museum
and ICP, New York, 2000) to examine what opportunities these exhibits have created
given the present US cultural climate.
Sonia Cabrera Ullon
Inside the Visible at Whitechapel. Still thinking about it.
Hilary Robinson (art historian, University of Ulster)
Great question, but one which immediately begs the questions: what is a feminist
show? How is it different from a women’s show? what makes it feminist? It seems
these days we often loose sight of those crucial questions. For example, it was
fantastic to see the Louise Bourgeois exhibition at the Serpentine gallery, see her
big spider almost bursting from one of the rooms, and to think about that work which concerned mothering - as a feminist: but was it a feminist exhibition? Maybe.
Was it intended as such? Probably not. On the other hand, Tracy Emin's exhibition
at the South London gallery a couple of years ago, which depended so much upon
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aesthetics and content explored by feminist in the 1970s was depressingly antifeminist. I liked Inside the Visible in parts - namely, the parts which let us see some
key works and/or little-known artists. Some good feminist art; feminist aspects in
the curating; some non-feminist recuperation. I really wish I’d seen Amelia Jones’
exhibition of Judy Chicago’s. Jenny Saville’s final year BA show (I taught her in her
final year in Glasgow, 1991-2) had many of the paintings that initially brought her to
fame – it was great to see them in that particular context in that hugely masculinist
art school. And on that note, without wishing to sound sentimental, I’ve seen some
great work by some of my students in Belfast, most of whom might not be still
working as artists a few years after their graduation, but work which articulates
change and developmental thinking. For me, that’s important.
Marsha Meskimmon (art historian, University of Loughborough)
I’ve been thinking about this for a few days and I think I have a show – though it
wasn’t feminist in an explicit sense. It’s the Turner Prize show of a few years ago in
which all four nominees were women – Cornelia Parker, Gillian Wearing, Christine
Borland and Angela Bulloch. The reason this show springs to mind is that I was
obliged, in both research and pedagogical roles, to address the sexual politics of the
event on many occasions while the show was on. Students asked what I thought of
having an all-woman cast for the prize, slightly aggressive audiences at public
lectures turned to the topic and wanted some justification of the nominations (as if
they were mine!) and so on. The negative elements of this barrage of debate are
obvious, but I also found that it made me think long and hard about whether this
was a feminist show or the death-knell of feminist art, given that these women were
now so successful (the old post-feminist line). And, it also made me think of what
feminism, in terms of ideas and aesthetics, had enabled women to produce in
contemporary art - I thought most of that show was truly compelling and the work
had much to do with a legacy of thought on gender, sexuality, bodies and materiality.
In the end, it did make me consider feminism and contemporary art in ways I had
not done before and I am pleased that it did.
Joy Mullet (DF9 Telemetry Format Ops Analyst, NASA)
Is This A Joke or What? (O'Kane Gallery, University of Houston, 1999) was an
exhibit I helped organise a couple of years ago. We wanted an exploration of
feminism, humour and contemporary art in Texas. And we got that. But women have
a tough time laughing about these things, that’s for sure. The associated
programming included readings of the Guerrilla Girls’ Bedside Companion to the
History of Western Art; a master class for curious artists and the public ‘Art
Education in the Raw’ and a website: http://www.artwomenhouston.org/
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12_98jokefolder/jokefront.html.
Another exhibit, though, had a more unsettling impact. The exhibit featured very
large canvases of female forms, heads protruding outside the frame. Large, sharply
pointed star shapes approached the posteriors of the female forms. It looked to me
like the artist was commenting about bodily pain, perhaps even her own physical
pain. I felt some empathy. But then I was told that the artist was male. Boom.
Everything changed for me. The paintings now looked menacing and dangerous. I
was sure I wouldn’t like the artist if I were to meet him.
Ulrike Bergermann (Hamburg/University of Paderborn, Germany)
Thank you for the offer to join the ‘Defining Experiences: Feminist Exhibitions
in the 1990s’. I want to give you a hint to a feminist gallery and its opening exhibition
that was extremely interesting and delightful: namely, the MARS patent - a virtual/
online gallery with roots in Hamburg, Germany, MARS , and, in particular the work
Strickliesl by Ellen Nonnenmacher (an artist based in Berlin, Germany). What is the
MARS patent? Is it a feminist project? Why did the Strickliesl change my
understanding of feminist theory (at least, a part of it: the widely spread metaphor
of weaving)?
The MARS patent calls itself an interplanetarian exhibition space on planet mars,
and was founded by Helene von Oldenburg and Claudia Reiche. Whatever doesn’t fit
into earthly schemes, they say (“You’ll know it, if your work is ready to transgress
Earth's limitations”), could be transmitted to the Mars Exhibition Site, MES by means
of the HRM_1.0n (High Reality Engine). The HRM_1.0n transforms the vision of a
viable martian place for your objects into reality and the mode of global sharing say
Reiche/von Oldenburg. That means: completing the online formula and sending the
object of art to the MARS patent, your work will be presented: a. on mars/the MES, b.
on the MARS patent website, c. in the 24 hours live video report from MES (though
most permanently down). But the MARS patent is not committed to exhibitions of
male artists - more precisely: only works of people registering under a female name
will be shown (and there is no such thing as a RL-contol: The HRM_1.0n is not able to
control the biological identity. It's your commitment that counts). Even aliens are
not excluded: If they come up with a real e-mail address, they can always try. With a
female first name we encourage every alien to participate. This is the adequate
reaction to gender theory and its ideas about sex, body, and culture, and it reminds
of the way the cyberfeminist Old Boys Network describes to whom their work is
addressed: to each intelligent lifeform which calls itself a woman. (This comes as no
surprise, as Reiche and von Oldenburg are members of the core group of OBN.) So
this seems to me a state-of-the-cyberart project, as well as a state-of-theory-enterprise.
It makes you think about representation, globalism, distances, and the virtuality of
art business and of exhibited works ...
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In October 1999, the first transmission to MES was celebrated in public: MARS
patent invited Ellen Nonnenmacher and friends to a small gallery room in Hamburg,
Germany, where (on a ruby red floor) the Strickliesl, usually the name of a wooden
toy painted as female puppet and designed to produce knitted woollen rolls, was
transmitted; people could watch, knit in RL, comment, or make cyberplans of their
own. (In January, 2000, Slovenian artist and theorist Marina Grzinic beamed up her
Spectralisation in Space.) Now what is so special about Strickliesl? The animated
operating scheme shows the mars sandstorms as a motor for the movements of the
turning strickliesl, the crotchet hook lifting the thread over one of four hooks
producing a stitch, which adds up to the Strickwurst (knitted sausage). A description
shows the adaption of the mechanism to mars conditions (gravity, and so on), and
the aim of producing strickwuerste is to make life on mars more comfortable. Besides,
as Nonnenmacher argues, ‘Strickwuerste stimulate human creativity’. It is to be
expected, that the first settlers on mars are surrounded by merely functional things.
Strickwuerste can be used to give these things a friendly, biological, more human
look. Settlers may use their free time to create beautiful things out of the already
available Strickwuerste. It is for example really simple to create nice cussions out of
Strickwuerste. Now that seems to me like quite a different option on the female
qualities of knitting, weaving, sewing and so on from those that were to be read
from some cyberfeminists in the 1990s. Most famous are the texts by Sadie Plant;
especially her zeros and ones embodied a hypertextual mode of writing (or: weaving)
bits of text (etymologically: what is woven) together, but sticked to old ideas about
femininity (I discussed that in a german text,‘Weben und Kleben’. Nonnenmacher's
discussions, on the other hand, comment as lovingly as ironically on this concept
and exhibit it as a nice - mechanism. Both MARS patent and Strickliesl are as simple
as elaborate - and charming. MARS patent not only works in and about the digital
media including digital art in their own media specific means, but also on the
connotations of cyberspace (concerning space, distance, materiality, reality...).
Strickliesl proved to me that knitting not necessarily occurs in contexts that want
to foster certain kinds of female characteristics - or if so, these are as mechanical as
the cultural tools around them. There are many many more implications on the area
of "reality", "art", "gender" and their metaphors to be follwed here... to make it short,
I just want to give a very warm recommendation of the MARS patent and its
subprojects.
Benny Alba (artist, Oakland, CA)
Several chapters of the Women’s Caucus for the Arts (I was on a local board) held
an open show of books at Mills College in Oakland, Ca. in the early 1990s. The walls
presented quotes digilently searched out on shelves painted white and attached like
ledges to the walls. An all inclusive media policy meant a stunning exhibition. People
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came during off hours (when the gallery was locked) to "see it again" with friends,
according to a guard who didn’t know me.
In another WCA show, this time in San Francisco at Fort Mason in the early
1990s, I filled in by gallery sitting for long hours. This venue attracts tourists from
all over the world. My favourite piece became so due to the incredible responses... It
was titled So Many Bras, So Little Time. I'm so sorry that I don’t recall the artist’s
name. About 100 b.& w. polaroid photos of a woman’s upper torso were hand
embellished with various colours, glue ons, etc. I saw mothers take their children to
point out the different photos. One set of Christians were highly offended and
complained loudly to me. What surprised me was that some men studied it quietly
and moved on while others rushed by.... Certainly many people energetically talked
between themselves after viewing it, having often looked at it a second time on their
way back out of the gallery. Both shows made me proud to be on that Board.
Kirsten Justesen (artist, Denmark)
Since 1975 when Valie Export invited a number of international woman artists,
myself included, to a exhibition in Galerie Nächst St. Stephan in Vienna with the
title of Magna Feminismus: Kunst und Kreativitat - Ein Überblick über die
weibliche Sensibilität, Imagination, Projektion und Problematik, suggeriert durch
ein Tableau von Bildern, Objekten, Fotos, Vorträgen, Diskussionen, Lesungen,
Filmen, Videobändern und Aktionen – the conversation has been going on: What
does a feminist piece of work look like ?
The established exhibition halls now and then pick up and show works which
might address these loose ends and vulnerable minefields. Feminist exhibitions
have been visible in Europe and USA (in USA including mainly US artists though)
as events, which have rapidly changed everybody’s ideas about women, their
surrounding contexts and their art. In 1991 Valie Export and I continued our own
conversation. A conversation, based on our own body-actions within and between
different media and different positions. As a result of the conversation, came the
invitation to be curators of a show about the body in 1996. (Body as Membrane,
Kunsthallen Brandts Klædefabrik, Odense DK, January 12-March 17 1996 and Nifca,
Helsinki, Finland June 13-July 30,1996. Catalogue: Body as Membrane ISBN 877766-046-3).
The purpose of this exhibition was to present the glance of women in a new
direction, and to visualise for us further conversations on this subject. We tried to
present a screen, the Membrane, through which women’s bodies might appear and
we presented this idea for ourselves as well as for the audience. And this is why it
made such a great exhibition !
“MEMBRANE means a border-flake between the cell and its surrounding. It is
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also a very small sensitive, smooth piece of skin- flake - transformer (convert)inside
the body. The membrane is one of the body's vital organs; it functions as a filter as
well as screen of reception and a screen for reproduction. The membrane transports
and spreads all possible information. We see the body as a MEMBRANE - as well as
we see body-works as MEMBRANES. THE MEMBRANE-BODY is constant floating.
A MEMBRANE-BODY is moving between media. So we see the body as a constant
reflection AND THIS WE LIKE TO GIVE FORM in this exhibition as we see it: ONE
MATERIAL IS A MEMBRANE FOR ALL THE MEMBRANES.”
We chose a number of artists, with whom we have co-operated and who have
crossed eachothers tracks over the years together with a few young artists, who have
taken their first steps in the same kind of investigations and developed themes and
scores of their own. What we had in common is that all of us, over the years have
used our own bodies as artistic tools in various contexts and different media. The
body in electronic media was also present in a number of ways, the earliest works
were made in Super 8 substandard film. The exhibition was not about what the body
means - it is about what the body is, what the body is capable of in its own terms. The
body surpasses words, literally talking. Talking forms one kind of space. Language
forms another space, as if it were a reality. Language is useful for explanation and
descriptions. If it can find itself. It does not mean anything on its own. The invited
artists all used their own bodies, in a way connected to themselves as an available
material something they are literally holding in their own hands: Eija-Liisa Ahtila,
Finland - Reneé Cox, USA - Joan Jonas, USA - Mary Kelly, USA - Alison Knowles, USA
- Elke Krystofek, Austria - Natalia LL, Poland - Orlan, France - Jayne Parker, UK - Heli
Rekula, Finland - Carolee Schneemann, USA - Annie Sprinkle, USA, as well as
ourselves. The exhibition also shows series by the three dead artists: Ana Mendieta,
Cuba - Gina Pane, France - Hannah Wilke, USA, as well as we ourselves were included
in the exhibition.
A debate about the show and issues arising took place in the magazine Siksi
over several issues from December 1996 with Katy Deepwell, Kristine Stiles, Tania
Orum and Laura Cottingham. The debate in the Nordic Art Magazine was in many
ways sad. But indeed, because of the show a feminist debate surprisingly appeared
in a Nordic Art Magazine! It did not change my understanding of feminism, but it
made these feminist issues very human and expanded them, through a bright and
bitchy discussion !
I would also like to mention another show, my own ReKollection (Nordjyllands
Kunstmuseum, Aalborg DK 1999). This was not a retrospective show, but a
presentation of my body works during 30 years. All the works appeared with a new
format, scanned and then digital printed in one-woman-size + 10%. This was just
fun, and made in a way so that it became also a tale about a woman’s body. It is mine
all right, but I always saw it just as a tool, a form, a surface which one can use for
investigations, explorations and impossible, superfluous contributions, feminist
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question marks included. See the catalogue: Kirsten Justesen ReKollection
(Nordjyllands Kunstmuseum, 1999. ISBN 87-88307-41-7).
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Diary of an Ageing Art Slut
from London, the Montmartre of the Millennium

February 2000
I am getting really fed up with teaching my mature evening students. I am also
being dumped on by my line manager who who is under pressure to cut his budget.
As I am one of the longest teaching part timers as well as one of those on an old, i.e.
expensive contract, I think my days are numbered and the numbers are quickly
running out.
G. is getting increasing broody out in the burbs. I keep telling her its all that bad
influence of domesticity and dysfunctional families. She says it’s her womb clock. It
also doesn't help if the Prime Minister's wife starts playing happy families in her
mid-forties. All it does is encourage others. Beside all that is missing is the
appropriate sperm donor. I did suggest that such small details should be no problem
but she got real sniffy and said that there was more to it all than being just a donor.
‘Are we talking lurv here or are we talking commitment or even relationship.
Oops! Slap my mouth I 'm speaking real dirty.’
‘Oh, I'm just ....’
‘....Broody?’
‘... It would be nice to go out with somebody for a longer period of time’
‘Rather than three dates’
‘ It’s never that short ’
‘ Believe me I've timed you. It is.’
And the conversation seemed to dwindle out after that so I changed subject and
asked if she was going to the Tate Britain opening. She gave me one of those “Looks”.
You know the ones that say ‘How should I answer this? Because if she isn't going,
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what do I say???’ I know how her little mind works.o after letting sweat drip off her
brow for a while as the mind churned as well as letting her cappuccino spill from
insistent fidgeting, I let her off the hook and said.
‘Well, I really don't know what to wear. Is there anything, after I make up mind,
that you may want to borrow ?’
The look of relief on her face was immense.
The tickets are really really hot with people phoning up the Tate demanding to
know why they haven't been invited. I didn't tell her it was because Bet is “in-between
men” and that I got asked by her. So we ended a potentially fraught conversation
with an in-depth discussion about clothes and what to wear to at a black tie affair.
Much more uplifting than the usual art slutting.
February something
Been trying desperately hard to get the Contemporary Art Society around for a
studio visit. They are such elusive and slippery characters. The planning and sorting
out of the exhibition carries on with great urgency. Designing the catalogue is
proving a minor nightmare with my limited but growing skills on computer design.
I am resisting asking my God son who is only 10 for any help. I am still embarrassed
over the last frantic phone call I made to him to help me out with my new video
recorder. They ought to make it compulsory for it to come with a complementary 10
year old to set and adjust it for the digital illiterate.
Angela Flowers Anniversary party was such a hoot! She sent out these amazing
invites taken by her ex-husband with her majestically seated in a Zandra Rhodes
dress that was to die for. She looked great.
There’s a lot to be said for HRT. The evening was packed with everybody who
every showed with her there as well as celebs. As she purchased my first big print
many years ago from a show I had at her gallery I was invited.
Of course it was a black tie affair. My glam clothes are getting such a wearing
this year. Couldn’
t wear the same outfit that I might go to the Tate in so one had to do some real
thinking. But a few little numbers from the back of the wardrobe that hadn't seen
the light for awhile seemed to fit the occasion.
The champagne flowed. Angela herself did sing some wonderful little Cole Porter
numbers accompanied by the piano which just set the right mood for the occasion. C
and her husband T were there as smarmy as ever. Amazing that once she met and
married him her work went from quasi-Kandinsky to hard edge imitation Sean Scully;
very much like her husband's work. Of course Sean is a great mate of theirs and they
do visit him in New York and he has been every so helpful in introducing them to the
right people. Hasn't he just!
Had to tell dear C. how great she looked since she lost all the weight.
‘Oh’, she feigned ‘I haven't lost that much’
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‘Are you kidding. You're half the size you were before.’
And walked off smirking to myself thinking ‘Silly Moo.’
Back in the real world of hassle at college with the job which looks very doggy.
The head is trying desperately to find ways to cut my evening classes. I know I don't
like teaching at night to mature students that much but it is a regular income.
However it's the old problem of age and experience costing them more money and I
am VERY VERY fed up with not being hired or always being given the push because
there is someone younger around who costs less money. They want experience
without the pain of paying for it!
Final details for the show get under way and the hanging is set for Saturday
morning with the other two artists. The work as a whole should look good.
Two weeks later
Private view for show went well. The collector turned up on his own looking
traumatised. He had never been to the depths of Deptford before and wasn't too sure
about the safety or quality of the neighbourhood. At least his wife would never have
bothered to come to such a location, thank heavens. But he was quite proud of himself
and I could just see him bragging at his next dinner party about how hip he was for
actually being at my opening in cutting edge Deptford.
The urban myth that abounds amongst the middle classes, regarding those who
aren't as rich as themselves never ceases to amaze me. As for artists, well the whole
bohemian myth of depravity and debauchery is one they are just dying to buy into.
The collector made, for him , a deep observation regarding the attire of the hip and
the art scene.
‘Everyone here is in black or jeans!’
‘Yes’
‘That's why my daughter dresses just in black.’
‘Yes’
‘I look awful in black’
‘I wouldn’t even try.’
He then purchased a very small digital print costing just £25. I didn't say a word
but later I realised that it was a rather erotic little number. I was amazed. But the
real twist came when I mailed him his purchase the next week and he was on the
phone immediately.
‘I didn't order that one’
‘Yes you did, that was no.14’
‘I ordered the one above it.’
‘Well ,your subconscious ordered that one.’
‘I can’t put that in my hall way.’
‘No. But you could put it in your bedroom and perhaps improve your rumpty tumpty.
You could also purchase the other one as well and help support a starving artist!’
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The other artists sold as well. But the head of my department who I am now taking
to industrial tribunal purchased a piece from the other two and not me. I thought it
was bit too pointed or what? Even the collector noticed.
‘That man over there is glaring at you.’ he said at one point.
‘I know. I am taking him to an industrial tribunal over not being shortlisted for
a job because he said I didn't fill out the application properly. Basically it was because
he can hire a younger person cheaper.’
The collector beamed at me because that was why he lost his job in the banking
world.
At last we had a common bond.
At the end of the exhibition I went away to a retreat from Friday night to Sunday
night. A very old fashioned Church of England retreat in the Kent countryside with
no telephone or any modern facility except of course showers and microwaves etc in
the kitchen, but no TV or radio. It was rather nice learning to meditate, going for
long walks, sleeping and hearing no noise except the birds. Communication between
other individuals except during the seminars and meal times was frowned upon. It
was actually rather a relief not to have to talk much. I came home feeling rather
relaxed and tranquil. I even ignored Nearest and dearest fast asleep on the sofa with
the golf tapes blaring away on full blast. I just took myself off to the bathroom, shut
the door, filled the tub with wonderful bath salts and got in to soak. I must get myself
into the right frame of mind for the Tate Britain opening.
March 26
The paraparazzi was there in full flash. What a night. I got snogged by a Polar
bear!!! It was like a film premiere! Well the pre-party nerves were something else.
Bet came over after work to get ready. I had the cocktails ready and waiting. We
steamed. we facialed. We made up. We drank another cocktail. We got dressed then
we got redressed then we got redressed again. Finally we got dressed. Boy did we
look great. I had my hair done two days previously then I slapped fake tan on myself
the day before so looked like I just might have been abroad for the while and not the
terrible fish belly white one usually looks in mid winter. We were rather pleased
with ourselves as we were actually a bit ahead of time and had ten minutes to go
before the cab came so I made us another cocktail.
Then N & D came home. He just started chatting away as if nothing happened
and its normal for his wife and her best friend to be in formal dress and drinking
cocktails as he came in from a busy days work; as one always is. Then he began to
get his dinner going and started to chop and fry a horrendous amount of onions. WE
stared, shrieking:
‘What the hell are you doing. We’ll smell of onions! Stop!!’
He just grinned and claimed he didn't know why we were worried. Bet was fuming
and I had to hold her back. The cab was late so I told her to open the front door and
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stand outside. Meanwhile I frantically telephoned the cab company and turned the
stove off while N & D just turned it back on and I turned it off again while trying to
argue with the cab company. I gave up and telephoned another one and turned the
frying onions off once more. The first cab company car came and we leapt in and
were whizzed away. Bet was really mad. We had all the windows opened and were
hanging out of them trying to get the smell of fried onions off of us. The cabbie
meanwhile was radioing all his mates and bragging that he was taking his fares to
the opening of the Tate Britain. The place was lit up with laser light and a neon art
work on the top. Cameras were snapping away as all the guests arrived. Bet told me
not to get too excited as they knew who to snap and who not to snap; so there was no
chance of me getting a photo opportunity. Vogue will just have to wait!
It was then the polar bear danced up to me and handed us a business card. How
novel I thought. A piece of performance art just for the opening. Of course as we
were so sozzled by now we flirted outrageously with him. So he gave me a quick kiss
and we went on our way up the stairs into the party. There were a few outstanding
little incidents that happened. For a start the evening was sponsored by BP oil and
the place was awash with suits who were rather snotty nosed about the artists. They
were not too friendly and were not at all pleased at being talked to by anybody they
didn't know. G was there in full force. She gave us a social kiss - Mawp! Mawp! - at the
door then breezed off. ‘Looking for a sperm bank no doubt.’
Bet intoned droley.
‘Don't be so mean. She's really sincere about doing it.’
She just rolled her eyes and plowed into the affray. I followed in hot pursuit. We
met so many people and at one stage I was pushed aside by a very burly mountain of
a man. I gave him a hard glare and was about to go after him to spill my drink
accidently down his tux when G. grabbed me and said, ‘No, you don't. That's one of
Madonna's minders.’
And sure enough the lady herself swanned in to be greeted by the Director himself.
Later in the disco Bet was madly dancing away. So much so that one of my fake
diamond earrings she had borrowed fell off and she danced on it, smashing it to
pieces. She never replaces anything of mine she borrows and messes up!! I was pissed
off so I went to the snack bar for some designer arranged sushi. A young artist, who
is one half of a team that just wants to be famous, stated talking to me thinking I
was some important collector. She was very disappointed when I informed her I was
an artist. Now this little fart and I worked together on a Chisenhale fund raiser several
Xmas’s ago. She obviously didn't recognise me in my formal attire.
‘Well, have you any shows coming up.’
‘Just a small one at the Freud Museum actually.’
She looked real hard at me. ‘I know you.’
I just grinned and walked off. Smart assed young fart!
I left just after midnight as I didn't have enough money for a cab home and my
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travelcard was still valid. Everybody was ready to party all night but the plug was
pulled only twenty minutes after I left so I felt even more smug about going when I
did. It was the last tube and it was filled with the train drivers and other London
Underground staff. The fellows were most happy with a lovely formally dressed lady
travelling with them. I had a enjoyable time. Near & Dear was fast asleep in front of
the telly when I got home so I turned it off and went up to bed. It had been a most
wonderful evening.
The next day I read with keen interest all the papers coverage of the event. I was being
most smug about it at college when some one asked if the Green Peace protest spoiled the
event. I frowned and queried what protest. They replied ‘The one with the polar bears handing
out business cards.’
I was stunned. I had been snogged by a Green peace protester in a polar bear suit and
not a performance artist. What was happening to me. I couldn't tell the difference between
art and protest any more !!!
Mid March
Had a another phone line installed for a computer except I can’t afford a computer with a
modem but I live in hope. Bet and I met up to see some shows in the West End but they were so
dismal, we went shopping at Fenwicks.
Work in studio is progressing but is a bit jumpy. New drawings are a lot of work! Trundled
off to outer London, Sydenham to be exact, to an Oxfam shop where one of my students
works, to rummage through books for next project. Found some good china to match my
fifties kitchen set.
Started interviewing for new Chief Executive at artist’s run organisation on which I sit as
a board member. What a pain in the neck that is to say the least. I am having great
disagreements with the business rep from Arts & Business as to who to appoint. I favour a
middle aged business man over a young inexperienced woman. In the end he won because
the casting vote was decided by an illustrator who was against business people. WHAT DO
YOU SAY.
I will prove to be right in the end.
Mid April
A country curator phoned to say ‘Check out this exhibition on Dering St. near Anthony
D'Offay.’
WhichIpromptlydid.ItwasliketheCabinetofDoctorCalagari,thatGermanexpressionist
film from the thirties. Cabinets of real medical artifacts and artist installations of their
obsessions of things to do with the body. In all very, very bizarre and strange but also very,
very highly enjoyable. A real treat. One up for you country curator....
end of April
PSEUDO, STUDIO, STUDIO.
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May 7th
Had a lovely lunch with the collector in trés lovely cafe/bar in Soho. It’s nice that
he is temporarily unemployed and has the time to hang out. But he is going to serious
interviews so our pleasant gallery visit and expensive lunches are to be valued for
what they are. He wanted me to check out Saatchi's gallery in north London but I
had promised to pick up a friend's little son from school and take him to his audition
at Covent Garden. He did get the part as a sprite in Tales of Hoffman and I am so
proud of him as his substitute stage mother. Plans are afoot for an Open Studio for
the studio complex I work in this September. Lots of work for it to be realised as the
Whitechapel has abandoned all co-ordination of the Open Studios porgramme for
the near future!
Sarah Lucas P.V. at Freud Museum coming up. Promised to go with Bet...
April 21
Made the P.V at Freud museum. Sarah Lucas' show was one of the better ones of
her work ...but still have reservations about how the work will work (if you know
what I mean) out of context of this museum. Serious reservations! In fact I predict
utter flatness once out of the context of his ambience. But I did have a brilliant time
and had a good chat with her. When I shook her hand it was completely frozen like a
corpse. Just goes to show you that the great and the good are exactly the same when
it comes to the opening nights.
Bet and G were there and G was particularly embarassing. She was flirting
outrageously with some man. Bet introduced me to the man from the British Museum
who said he had never met me before. So I said I had never met him either and he
just looked at me. We both knew he was bullshiting....
When I was upstairs with Bet looking at the work I felt this presence enter the
room and this hatchet-faced woman cruised in, circled and cruised out again. I looked
Bet and mouthed
‘Who was that?’
She mouthed back ‘Her dealer.’
Well what do you say. It was obvious she was an Artist Agent from the West End
of London!!!
But what a profile...
Had volunteered to art-sit for an installation in a local synagogue as part of a
program called Art in Sacred Places. Went to a performance of Bobby Baker in St.Lukes
in Holloway Road as an opening act; not only very entertaining but theological correct.
Sometime in June
Done in I am. Had it with all my mature students getting anxious with their
impending exams coming up and all the politics of the college. I also am trying to
organise my parents' 60th wedding anniversary/family reunion this summer against
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the background of a paranoid and senile parent and an older brother who refuses to
take any responsibility at all. Plus the weekend before is my high school reunion
shortly followed by mum's 80th birthday. When it rains it pours as they say. nearest
and I are now not speaking to each other as I refuse to let him come with me, mainly
on the experience of past trips when all he has done is golf and leaves me stranded
with the ancient ones. I am now saying
‘No, do not come. I need total support to cope with this experience. You can not
or will not give it to me.’
I know I am right and am not even staying with them which has caused great
arguments but I am sticking to my guns. I am staying with an ex-fiance, the one who
n & d has always said only has one ball...
The collector and I spent a wonderful afternoon in the friends room of the Tate
Modern drinking wine and just looking at the river and St. Paul's cathedral....Sheer
bliss.
More end of years shows... Save me from student work, somebody please!!!
Beginning of July
I have made it through endless bland student shows and openings without a
drop of booze to drink.. I don't know whether I deserve a medal or am stark raving
mad. It's really difficult to deal with student work and disillusioned artists who have
landed up teaching and doing very little work of their own, all in the same room together
with out a drop of alcohol...
Have decided to divorce nearest and dearest in a rage of pique at his nonparticipation in life. Told Bet my decision and she just rolled her eyes in her head and
asked me if I had thought beyond next week. ‘What do you mean‘ I said all huffed up.
‘Well you are very dependent on the old boy for basic support.’
‘But all I am is just a glorified house keeper. We haven't had sex for years. Even the
collector is looking good these days.’
‘Let's go shopping. You'll feel better after shopping and a cake at Maison Berteaux.’
Her answer to everything.
Went to a function at the Groucho Club.Can't remember what it was for even...Lowsy
food and cheap wine.
Great invite to ex-student's party. He is now an intern at a London Hospital...Strange
people but great Thai food cooked by one of the doctors.
July 12
Off to Canada for high school reunion, mother's 80th, and parent's 60th wedding
anniversary. I am not prepared for any of this at all. HELP!!!
Went to an abysmal opening at the South London Art gallery. So, so weak. How do
people like that get shows. Please tell me. Deliberately badly drawn ballet dancers! UGH!
Save us from Irony!!!
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Near and Dear has stopped talking to me. It's hard to tell some times but basically
he has stopped grunting or raising his eyebrow when asleep as an acknowledgment
of my presence...believe me that is his version of stimulating conversation.
August 10
I have managed at last in my life to tell my mother to bugger off. How my father
ever managed to be married to her for 60 years defies belief. Mind you, it helps that
he has two hearing aids which remain more out than in his ears. Enough of that.
Suffice to say, I stayed with the ex and had a great time. His niece the scientist lives
with him as well and between all my brothers as well as their children dropping into
the house, life became very full and happy for me. Life is strange. I had grown up
regarding myself as a bit of an ugly duckling for whatever reasons. The high school
reunion proved me wrong. It also showed me that other people's perception of you
can be radically different from your own. As I grew up in a community that was very
small and isolated, everybody knew each other and all their family. So the reunion
had elderly mums and dads taking tickets at the door.
‘Hello there! How are you?’
‘Fine Mrs. Brodie’ I said to the ex-post mistress. I felt like 14 all over again,
‘And how's your mum and dad? Are all your brothers here?’
‘Yes’
‘Well, Don is over there talking to your brother and Glen said to say hi to you if he
can't find you tonight.’
‘Okay, Thanks!’
Even the principal of the Grade school came to the supper. As did the history
teacher who taught the full thirty years the school was open. It was built for the
baby boom - my generation - and when that was over it was closed as a high school
and used as a community college. Society really didn't know what hit them when
they were born. So many of them are now in middle age!!!!
At the dinner dance an old class mate came up to me and said,
‘I shouldn't tell you this because my brother and his gang made me promise not
to but it’s thirty-five years ago. In grade Nine they all thought you were the most
glamorous girl there and couldn't understand why you weren't put forward as a Freshy
Queen candidate. They almost got it together to nominate you but it was too late.
They are sitting over there now still talking about it.’
I was gob-smacked. I wondered out loud later to the ex how my life would have
changed if I had been nominated. Who knows I might not have had the string of duff
boyfriends or even married N & D. Who is to know! But it sure made my night.
Relatives are weird and wonderful at the same time. It was very strange seeing
four generations of my family all together at once. But extremely wonderful. My
elder brother's family and the ex and I headed up to forest to the ex's cabin in the
woods on the big Lake north of the city. Sheer bliss. I even didn't mind fending off
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the mosquitoes with a baseball bat. They were that big. What I asked myself am I doing
in London in an unhappy marriage trying to survive as an aging artist. Should I sell up
and come live in the back of beyond again? Would I get fed up of no stimulation and
insane friends???
End of August
Back in London the thoughts were still going around in my head especially after the
opening at Interim Art's new place, now relocated near the studio. The men behind the
bar looked and dressed like undertakers especially after my fourth cranberry juice and
vodka drink.....
Work at the studio is getting even more frantic with the Open Studios weekend less
than three weeks off. The assistant has come back into my life. He is out of the loony bin
and off his tranquilizers and sometimes happier than me. He has helped me so much
recently, especially with the latest project involving the making of a plaster wedding
dress. He is actually very good at thinking 3 dimensionally. In my madness I have painted
the back wall of the studio bright pink.
September 1
Letter came in the post saying my evening course has been dropped. Shortlisted for
a half-time lecturing job but did not get it. They appointed an internal candidate who
was younger(and cheaper). I am getting really fed up with ageism.
Bet has gone on holiday to a Greek Island. G has gone on holiday to another Greek
Island. So has Em and her boyfriend. Thank goodness there are a lot of Greek islands
about. They all come back next week.
Near and dearest is 50th next week.
September 12
I sit awaiting the ex to come in from Heathrow. He should have been here by now.
The Open Studio went down a treat but as usual was very exhausting. As usual I managed
not to recognise the star celebrity that walked into my studio. This well known man runs
a string of the most trendy restaurants in London. He was just standing there emanating
power as his minions scuttled about looking at my work. I offered to help them but was
curtly refused, so I offered him a grape. He looked at me with large eyes.
‘I'll peel it for you!’ I offered with great irony.
He laughed and took a handful.
I offered his minion one as well but he refused saying he was on a diet and walked out
the door.
‘I removed the fat earlier,’ I yelled at him as he disappeared.
Only later did someone put me right when they also related the tale of how he bought
two CD's off the band and told them to keep the change from a £100 bill.
See, there are some rich people who do have taste!
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